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ABSTRACT 

 

              One of the most remarkable innovative ideas in recent technology 

advancement is fog computing. It addresses a number of cloud computing 

shortcomings by bringing computation, storage, and actual services closer to end 

users. However, the majority of fog devices are resource restricted. As a result, 

without efficient resource scheduling, leveraging the benefits of fog computing 

is challenging. 

                 The idea of resource scheduling is to select the most suitable resources 

for the applicant in order to accomplish the best scheduling target. The majority 

of the recent studies have been on expanding the number of fog nodes in order to 

improve the available resources. This has led to the emergence of a number of 

other problems such as increasing the cost and amount of energy consumed. 

Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to propose a scheduling system that will 

schedule the available resources in the fog layer and distribute them according to 

the required tasks without the need to increase these nodes. It has an extra layer, 

Master Fog (MF), between the cloud and general-purpose fogs, referred to as 

Citizen Fog (CF). The MF is responsible of task execution in CFs and the cloud. 

The Comparative Attributes Algorithm (CAA) is used to prioritize jobs, and the 

Linear Attribute Summarized Algorithm (LASA) is used to choose the most 

available CF with the highest computational resources. To analyze the proposed 

solution, iFogSim was used to create a simulation architecture and environment. 

The final results indicate a noticeable scheduling of available sources 

represented by an increase in bandwidth by 14%, in addition to an increase in 

processing speed by 34%. On the other hand, there was a reduction in RAM 

consumed by approximately 14%, in addition to a reduction in energy consumed 

by approximately 14%.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

2. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

               As a result of significant advancement in both mobile and embedded 

devices, modern computing environments are becoming more diverse, with 

various software, hardware, and operating systems. Meanwhile, users have 

requested a wide range of specialized services. As a result of the increased user 

demands, conventional embedded systems fail to deliver higher performance 

(Naha et al., 2018b). Modern civilization now relies greatly on automation and 

the development of smart cities. Millions of new Internet of Things( IoT) 

products are launched every day for everything from personal usage to 

commercial manufacturing (Abdulqadir et al., 2021). Massive amounts of data 

are produced by the IoT devices that are proliferating so quickly. This data is 

largely comprised of big data, which must be processed using extremely 

powerful computing equipment. Furthermore, numerous devices need real-time 

services and greater precision (Aazam et al., 2018b).  

The IoT scenario is supported by the computing architecture known as cloud 

computing, which takes full advantage of a vast and diverse variety of devices 

for accessing the Internet whenever and wherever it is necessary (Yousefpour et 

al., 2019). Enormous amount of big data are produced by the IoT devices that are 

proliferating so quickly. This data is largely comprised of big data, which must 

be processed using extremely powerful computing equipment. Furthermore, 

numerous devices need real-time services and greater precision (Singh et al., 

2021). When IoT and cloud are combined, two significant issues will arise, each 

of which is unique to cloud computing. When IoT and cloud communication 

1 
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occurs over a wide area network, the first issue is unacceptable response latency. 

As a result, the cloud-IoT architecture cannot handle applications that are 

sensitive to delays, which need the cloud server to respond within seconds. The 

delays in computation and transmission are also taken into account (Iorga et al., 

2018). The second issue during integration is the significant burden on 

connection capacity caused by the enormous amount of data and nodes (Deng et 

al., 2018).  

Cisco came up with the phrase "fog computing" as a solution and provided a 

description, noting that it refers to any device with processing, capacity, and 

broadband connections, that can be positioned everywhere in which there is a 

network connection, and that it gets the cloud sufficiently close to connected 

devices (Bellavista et al., 2019). The fog computing was developed as an 

expanded form of cloud computing to satisfy IoT requirements. The fog nodes 

are often dispersed close to the user, reducing latency and enabling the creation 

of nearby local connections (Ghobaei-Arani et al., 2020). Consequently, fog 

devices have a wide range of advantages over cloud computing, such as minimal 

connectivity, power, and processing resources. Secondly, the fog devices provide 

design challenges in order to achieve the performance requirements (Atlam et al., 

2018).  

Distributed computing infrastructure is typically used to develop fog computing. 

It is designed to deliver elastic resources by fetching the necessary services to a 

device close to the end user. Instead of being sent to the central data center 

infrastructure, computing is permitted here immediately at the network edge. 

Considering that the users and fog nodes communicate over a variety of wireless 

networks, including cellular and Wi-Fi networks. Additionally, the Internet 

connects the fog and cloud infrastructure (Mukherjee et al., 2018). To fulfill the 

needs of completion time and bandwidth, the original data is processed 
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concurrently and interim results are provided. The decision of resource 

processing priority when many resources requests are received is regarded as a 

critical problem in fog computing (Liu et al., 2018). 

 Even though the idea behind fog computing is intriguing, as time goes on, the 

amount of data and the resources needed to analyze it expand too quickly for fog 

computing to be useful. By 2025,  data need real time will make up 30% of all 

created data, as predicted by the International Data Corporation (IDC) (Aazam et 

al., 2018a). Because of the large volume of created data and the need to carry out 

various processes, the resources queues for the associated fogs get overloaded 

with data (Varghese et al., 2020). Adding extra fog nodes to the existing nodes is 

a simple technique to meet this computational need. The correlational network 

becomes increasingly complicated and complex as the number of fog nodes 

expands, while also needing an excessive amount of maintenance. Increased 

electrical technology has a direct influence on the environment and other natural 

systems (Whaiduzzaman et al., 2014). If we pay great attention, we can see that 

not every fog node is consuming the network resources evenly. Some of 

unoccupied or accessible fog nodes can carry out certain duties for other fogs 

(Zhou et al., 2019). This thesis attempts to give a practical and effective 

framework that promotes the reusability of current resources in relation to the 

aforementioned challenge and proposing a scheduling system that schedule the 

available resources in the fog layer and distribute them according to the required 

tasks without the need to increase these nodes. 
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1.2  FOG COMPUTING 

              Researchers from Cisco system first coined the phrase "fog computing" 

in 2012 (Bonomi et al., 2012). The idea of processing data and application logic 

at the edge is not new. Around the year 2000, the idea of edge computation first 

surfaced. and cloudlets, a different analogous idea, were proposed in 2009 (Iorga 

et al., 2018). Cloud services and fog computing are both developments of a 

similar system that concentrates on end devices. While applications and services 

are deployed in wireless services, fog computing is used to connect devices such 

as IoT, which is consistent with the IoT infrastructure (Gonzalez et al., 2016) 

(Raj and Pushpa, 2022). Non-latency aware services are also supported by fog 

computing. If the amount of processing is not too great, it is evident that locating 

idle compute resources near customers would enhance overall service 

performance. A massive number of disparate nodes will be linked to the fog. 

Among these nodes are sensors and actuators (Puthal et al., 2018). When a 

computation is required, fog devices will do it, and storing facilities are also 

accessible in most fog devices for a limited period. Processing in fog will  

completed without the intervention of any other individuals, and is mostly done 

through fog processing equipment (Zou et al., 2019). A fog device can be any 

equipment that has computing, communications, and storage features (Ren et al., 

2019).  

Assume the IoT-based transportation system displayed in Figure 1.1, in which a 

multitude of sensors, devices, and cars become integrated into the environment. 

A range of sensors, like Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors, generate data. 

Applications in this scenario can serve with some significant real-time 

processing in order to establish an IoT-based transportation infrastructure. 

Several aspects, including  speed, transportation duration, road conditions, 

driving patterns, traffic sensors, temperature, and others, influence the success of 
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the certain application goal. Because the application environment is real-time 

and high scalability is required, relying only on the cloud for processing is 

impractical. As a result, an intermediary processing and storage node, known as 

a fog device, is required to minimize latency. Using a variety of fog devices, it is 

capable of running applications near to clients with little latency. This also 

assists to restricted network traffic and application workload in the cloud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Figure 1. 1: Intelligent Traffic System Based on Fog Computing 

 

          To meet the time-sensitive needs of the applications, data analysis 

supplied by sensors can be conducted in the fog environment rather than the 

cloud. Furthermore, pushing everything to the cloud will increase network traffic 
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while also demand a lot of computing power; this may be accomplished using 

the idle computation capabilities provided in the fog computing environment's 

devices (Aazam et al., 2018a). Network traffic and computational overhead in 

the cloud are minimized by processing data given by sensors and IoT devices at 

the ends. To provide processing, storage, and networking services at the edge, 

the fog computing paradigm has been established. However, this new computer 

architecture raises a number of research concerns. 

 

1.3    ISSUES IN FOG COMPUTING 

The key challenges in the preceding subsection's application scenario consist of 

how to schedule different services in fog devices to decrease transmission delay, 

deal with application, and ensure the fog sustainability. Since these resources in 

fog devices are restricted, after scheduling is completed, assignment should be 

governed properly. As a consequence, in a fog environment, reliability needs 

may change often. Furthermore, in order to run fog applications in a live setting, 

reliability must be assured. User needs might change in a wide range of ways. 

First and initially, a user can wish to finish the prescribed task in a particular 

time scale; this is referred to as the deadline. Second, the user has the option of 

imposing financial limits. Finally, some suppliers may want to replace reality, 

meaning they don't actually require faultless findings but want to know how soon 

they can be given, even if the data contains acceptable defects (Aazam and Huh, 

2015). Fog devices are self- sustainable and cannot be handled by a core 

application element authentication, making deployment difficult. However, 

because of resource constraints, cloud-based verification and rescheduling may 

not be optimal for the highly dynamic fog computing environment, and 

responding to changes will be impractical. Replication looks to be more 
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promising, however it necessitates the participation of several fog nodes (Al 

Yami and Schaefer, 2019).  

In fog computing, reliability is considered as the stability of fog nodes, safe 

interactions, and fault tolerance. From a system aspect, it is essential for the node 

operating system to maintain the system's network topology, and each 

component in the system is capable of delivering status/diagnosis information to 

the edge operating system. Data reliability concerns are mainly prevalent in the 

data sensing and communication areas.  

 

1.4   PROBLEM STATEMENT 

It is critical to recognize that the fog is a variant of cloud computing, not a 

replacement. It has less processing and storage capacity than the cloud. These 

limited resources are one of the most important challenges facing researchers. 

There is a serious need to schedule the available resources for fog nodes and 

increase the use of it through a scheduler that ensures that resources are 

distributed as needed without the need to increase these nodes.  

 

1.5 AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS 

1. View current resource scheduling systems developed by researchers in 

earlier years to know the most important methods and strategies used in 

this field and benefit from them to plan future solutions. 

2. Design a system that ensures the efficient use and distribution of resources 

in fog environments, taking into account the use of available resources in a 

scheduled form so that there are no fog nodes completely occupied and 

others idle. In this way we ensure that the resources are used without the 

need to increase the fog nodes.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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1.6 RESEARCH CONTRBUTION 

This thesis makes the following research contributions: 

1- Developing and improving an efficient system for scheduling the 

available resources in fog layer. 

2- Increasing the usability of the available fog resources to increase the 

use of available sources, resulting in increased network efficiency by 

reducing the need for cloud layer and contenting with the sources 

available in the fog layer. 

 

1.7    THESIS LAYOUT 

The remaining sections of the thesis are as follows: 

Chapter 2: Describes the theoretical background and principle concepts of fog   

computing and the scheduling of its resources. 

Chapter 3: Presents the proposal system and the used algorithms of the smart 

scheduler to schedule the fog resources. 

Chapter 4: Describes and displays the implementation, output results, and the 

discussion to clarify the system represented in Chapter Three.  

Chapter 5: Displays the conclusion of the thesis, and discusses the future work 

suggestions.  
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    CHAPTER TWO 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

             

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

           Big data analytics has received a significant interest in recent years due to 

the fast development in the volume of data collected and the inability of standard 

databases to manage wide variety of data structure (Almobaideen et al., 2020). 

Because of the accessibility, scalability, and pay-per-use capabilities of cloud 

computing, enterprises now require a dynamic IT infrastructure (Bellavista et al., 

2019). Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) comprise the most common cloud services, and 

all are on their way to Anything as a Service (XaaS) (Sadeeq et al., 2021). 

Further, big data, which is generated by millions of sensors, cannot be delivered 

and analyzed on the cloud. Furthermore, many implementations need run quicker 

than the cloud can presently support  (Xiao et al., 2019). The fog virtualization 

technology is capable of alleviating the cloud's slow response problem by using 

the idle resources of several devices surrounding users. Furthermore, for 

complicated processing, fog computing relies on the cloud. Fog computing  is a 

decentralized main technology in which the numerous devices around us with 

computational capabilities are leveraged (Gope and security, 2019). Even limited 

cellphones increasingly have computer capability, sometimes with many cores 

(Kumar et al., 2021, Da Silva and de Aquino Júnior, 2018). Fog computing has 

risen to enable applications to do processing adjacent to the user by using the 

idle processing capacity of disparate end and edge devices (Javadzadeh and 

Rahmani, 2020) (Ahmed et al., 2019). In the fog computing, the criteria and 

implementation of the fog environment are primary issues. Because fog 
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computing devices are various, the question here is by what strategies fog 

computing will solve the effect of interference of resource scheduling in such a 

shared environment (Ghobaei-Arani et al., 2020). As a result, all other relevant 

factors, such as deployment challenges, resource scheduling, and services, must 

be investigated.  

 

2.2   OVERVIEW OF FOG COMPUTING 

              The Fog is a strategy for distributed computing  that specifically focuses 

on supporting low-latency applications (Ahmed et al., 2019). Non-latency aware 

services can also be supported by fog computing. If the volume of processing is 

not too great, it is evident that leveraging idle compute resources near consumers 

would enhance overall service performance. The fog will be connected to a 

massive number of heterogeneous nodes (Naha et al., 2018a). The core compute 

components in the fog environment are fog devices, fog servers, and gateways. 

A fog device can be any device with processing, networking, and storage 

capabilities. Base stations, proxy servers, and other computing devices are 

examples of these devices. In the last few years, new obstacles in this developing 

computer paradigm have surfaced. This section goes through the numerous 

definitions of fog computing. Likewise, explore and review various fog 

computing research developments. Finally, examine and contrast the 

technological characteristics between fog and cloud computing. 

 

2.3   FEATURES OF FOG COMPUTING 

Fog computing is a cloud computing enhancement that is adjacent to things 

that function with IoT data. Fog computing provides a bridge between end 

devices and cloud computing by bringing storage, connectivity, and powerful 
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processors closer to user (Iorga et al., 2018). These terminal devices are 

known as fog nodes, and they may be deployed anyplace that has a 

communication link. A fog node is a tool that can operate, connect to 

networks, and store data. These fog nodes might be switches, servers, 

security cameras, or routers (Abdulkareem et al., 2019). According to (Ai et 

al., 2018), the core characteristics of fog computing are as follows: 

I. Real-time communications: In comparison to the batch analysis used in 

the cloud, fog computing solicitations allow simultaneous connectivity 

among fog nodes. 

II. Adaptability: The surrounding environment is tracked by a massive 

network of sensors. The fog provides storage and distributed computing 

resources that can support such a vast number of end devices. 

III. Physical dispersion: In contrast to the integrated cloud, fog provides 

decentralized applications and services that may be hosted in any place. 

IV. Reduced latency and increased location awareness: Because fog is close to 

edge devices, it reduces wait time while calculating edge device 

information. It also increases position flexibility by allowing fog nodes to 

be deployed in much geography. 

V. Diversity:  Fog nodes are developed by enterprises and hence represented 

in a range of configurations that must be managed relying on their display 

position. As an outcome, fog may adjust to operating technologies. 
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2.4    BASIC DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FOG COMPUTING AND 

TRADITIONAL CLOUD COMPUTING  

             Fog computing structures are based on fog ensembles, which are made 

up of numerous fog devices that cooperate to process data. Datacenters, on the 

contrary end, are the primary essential parts of cloud computing  (Habibi et al., 

2020). As a consequence, cloud computing induces large operational costs and 

uses a significant amount of energy. The fog computing paradigm, in 

comparison, uses less energy and has lower running costs. Because the fog is 

closer to the user, the distance between the user and the fog device may be as 

little as one or a few hops (Gilbert et al., 2019). Due to the distance, the cloud's 

interaction latency is always larger than the fogs. The cloud is a more centralized 

system, whereas the fog is based on geographical coordination and is more 

distributed (Zhang et al., 2018). The cloud cannot enable real-time interaction 

due to its significant latency, however this may be easily remedied using fog 

computing. The fog, on the contrary side, has a high failure rate as a result of 

wireless connectivity, scattered administration, and power failures (Caiza et al., 

2020). Because fog systems will employ smart electronics and portable devices, 

the entirety of fog-related equipment will be wirelessly connected and are mostly 

distributed. Certain devices may fail if software is not handled properly. Users 

may be oblivious of potentially hazardous software that might cause device 

breakdown. Additionally, fog processing may fail in other situations, such as 

when each fog device is in charge of finishing its own application processing. As 

a result, executing IoT applications in a fog device is always comes in second. If 

the fog device is completely occupied by the device's application, no fog 

processing will proceed (Yousefpour et al., 2019) (Ghobaei-Arani et al., 2020). 

As a consequence, scheduling programs and resources in the fog has become 

more complicated. Furthermore, failure handling is competitive in the fog due to 
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power failure, which is only a concern when the devices are powered by 

batteries. Table 2.1 summarizes the technological distinctions between the cloud 

and the fog according to (Kumar et al., 2019) (Mukherjee et al., 2018). 

 

Table 2. 1: Fog Computing vs. Cloud Computing 

Parameters Fog Computing Cloud Computing 

Goal Improve the efficiency and 

execution of processes that 

should be moved to the cloud 

for handling, inquiry, and 

storage. 

Provide a request for a 

significant improvement in 

the practical, powerful 

delivery of IT administrations. 

computational emphasizes operates at the network's 

edge 

Data is analyzed in the cloud. 

scalability High High 

Multitask Yes Yes 

Run time Real time Real time 

Transmission Device to device Device to Cloud 

Ownership Multiple Single 

Resource Scheduling Centralized Centralized/ Distributed 

Response Time Fast slow 

Deployment cost Low as it allows for 

deployment with or without 

prior preparation. 

High as a result of planning 

and preparation 

Mobility management Easy Hard 

Reliability Low High 

Maintenance In most cases, no or little 

human intervention is 

required. 

Technical specialists operate 

and maintain the system. 

Size Smaller, Cloud data centers are 

enormous in size. 
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Resource optimization Local Global 

Computing mode Both a distributed and 

centralized fashion. 

Centralized 

 

2.5     FOG COMPUTING WITH IoT 

              IoT is indeed one of the prominent developments that have the ability to 

serve our civilization with innumerable benefits. The IoT will progress to the 

point where a significant number of products around us will be able to connect to 

Internet and interact with one another without the need for human assistance (Li 

et al., 2019a). Initially, the IoT designed to automate human data entry efforts by 

enabling various types of sensors to collect data from the surrounding and enable 

storage and processing of this content (Kishor et al., 2021) (Tadapaneni and 

Trends, 2019).  Because the IoT has limited capabilities in regards to processing 

power and storage, It is restricted by a variety of challenges, including 

performance, security, privacy, and reliability (Zhang, 2020). The Cloud of 

Things (CoT) which is the convergence of IoT with the cloud, is the best 

solution to address the majority of these challenges (Hussain et al., 2019). The 

combination of IoT and cloud computing provides several benefits to various 

IoT applications.  Nonetheless, because there are so many IoT devices with 

disparate platforms, creating new IoT applications is a challenging undertaking 

(Ahmed et al., 2020) (Prabavathy et al., 2018). This is due to the fact that IoT 

applications generate massive volumes of data. These massive amounts of data 

are then examined to make conclusions about various activities. Sending all of 

this data to the cloud necessitates an unusually large amount of network capacity 

(Atlam et al., 2018). Fog computing had been explored to solve these issues. 

Instead of transmitting data to the cloud, fog computing focuses on providing 

data processing and storage facilities to fog devices locally (Ngabo et al., 2021). 
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The intention of fog computing in collaboration with IoT is to promote 

performance and effectiveness while reducing the volumes of data transferred to 

the cloud for processing, analysis, and storage. As a result, instead of sending 

data to the cloud, sensors will convey it to end devices for information storing 

and processing, resulting in reduced network traffic and delay (Al-Khafajiy et 

al., 2018). Fog computing connects IoT devices with cloud computing and 

storage services (Zhang, 2020). To enhance the performance of IoT devices, the 

information can be obtained by these IoT nodes must be handled and assessed in 

instantaneously. Cloud networking, computation, and storage will be brought to 

the network's end through fog computing, solving the core problem of IoT 

devices while also enabling safe and efficient IoT applications (Li et al., 2019b).  

Fog computing, with its distributed installations, covers a diversity of 

applications and services. The fog, via access points placed along extensive 

roadways and railways may facilitate better communication between various IoT 

applications, such as connected automobiles. Fog computing is regarded to be 

the right approach for applications needing low latency, such as multimedia 

applications and playing games (Shi et al., 2018) (Chalapathi et al., 2021). 

Furthermore, the most significant aspects of fog computing are its ability to deal 

with extensive sensor networks, which is a significant issue with the expanding 

number of IoT devices, which will soon count in the billions (Li et al., 2018). As 

seen in Figure 2.1, fog computing may deliver several benefits to various IoT 

applications.  
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Figure 2. 1: Fog Computing Supports Many IoT Applications 

 

           Fog Computing is a comparatively modern phrase that attempts to meet 

the needs of applications that deal with device ubiquity. Fog serves as a bridge 

between the cloud and IoT, allowing them to interact. As a result, it extracts the 

most out of each technology, broadening the application area of cloud computing 

and expanding IoT resources and organizational (Al-Khafajiy et al., 2018). 

2.6     THE ARCHETECTURE OF FOG COMPUTING 

             The Fog computing paradigm comprises three distinct levels in high-

level architecture, as can be seen in Figure 2.2. The Fog layer is the most critical. 

This layer contains all intermediary computer devices. Traditional virtualization 

technologies, comparable to the cloud, can be deployed at this layer. 

Nevertheless, given the available resources, container-based virtualization is 

preferable. After processing sensor-generated data from the IoT layer, this layer 
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emits a request for an actuator. Although it seems that the big data matter is 

being handled by processing produced data at the edge level, billions of devices 

will create a big data quandary. At this level, modest and medium-scale big data 

processing is feasible. Many research works have been carried out in order to 

handle large amounts of data in the fog plane (Vaquero and Rodero-Merino, 

2014).  

 

 

Figure 2. 2: High Level Fog Computing Architecture 

           IoT plane, which includes all linked devices, is the bottommost layer. The 

sensing and actuation processes are carried out by the devices on this plane. 

Processing should be done only on the fog plane for time-sensitive applications, 

whereas the cloud can do non-time-sensitive processing. The fog layer, on the 

other hand, will govern what should and should not be transferred to the cloud. 

Users can acquire resources from both the fog and the cloud based on their 
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demands. The cloud plane, on the other hand, will handle complicated 

processing and storage. 

 

2.7  RESOURCE SCHEDULING IN FOG COMPUTING 

        Since the premise of fog computing is fascinating, the data that is generated 

and the resources that are required to manage it are too rapid for fog computing 

to be viable. According to IDC, by 2025, statistical data will account for 30% of 

all collected data. As a result, it emphasizes the importance of a different 

approach (Matrouk and Alatoun, 2021). The basic goal of resource scheduling is 

to pick the best resources for the client in order to achieve the desired scheduling 

purpose, such as enhancing resource utilization and minimizing processing 

delays (Li et al., 2019a). 

 The efficient use of computing resources is critical and necessitates an optimal 

and intelligent scheduling technique. Efficient resource scheduling will increase 

network system performance, and this scheduling is required for computer 

system performance optimization (Samie et al., 2019). IoT devices lack 

sufficient resources to store or analyze generated data, and studies show that 

certain connected devices lack the ability to evaluate incoming data and make 

choices. As a result, they require an outside entity to make choices and schedule 

work. Fog devices are typically network devices that have additional storage and 

computational capability. However, they have far fewer resources than cloud 

servers. As a result, efficient scheduling of these resources is critical for the fog 

environment to function properly. There is currently a great deal of study on 

resource scheduling for cloud computing at the moment, however these fog 

computing research subjects are still in their beginning stages (Yin et al., 2018). 

Resource scheduling is a decision-making challenge that is classified as a 
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complicated problem. Because of the diversity, complexity, and uncertainty of 

today's networks, creating an effective scheduler to cope with complicated 

problems in many network situations is a difficult task. 

 

2.8  RELATED WORK 

          This section investigates a number of architecture diagram systems that are 

used to schedule the fog layer's restricted resources. The thoughts presented are 

based on recent research on these topics. On the other hand, each of the relevant 

works was based on one of the technologies or examined their functionality, and 

tested a standardized IoT scenario that integrates the features of both 

technologies in a single optimized application.  

1. The work in (Ye et al., 2018) introduces the DeepRM2 online resource 

scheduling algorithm and the DeepRM Off offline resource scheduling 

algorithm. They presented strategies that have higher convergence speed 

and greater scheduling efficiency when compared to the DRL algorithm 

DeepRM and heuristic algorithms in terms of average slowdown time, 

task completion time, and awards. 

2. The work in (Sun et al., 2018) proposed a two-level resource scheduling 

approach based on the enhanced non-dominated sortation genetic 

algorithm theory; they construct a resource scheduling technique for fog 

devices in the same fog ensembles that takes into consideration the variety 

of distinct devices. The results indicate that the system may be able to 

successfully reduce service latency while also increasing task execution 

stability. 
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3. In the work (Wu and Wang, 2019), The resource scheduling challenge is 

taken into consideration in the fog system to avoid total delay of tasks and 

meet strict deadlines. A deadline-aware Estimate of Distributed Algorithm 

(dEDA) with a repair mechanism and local search is employed to 

determine task processing order and compute node allocation. The 

compared findings reveal that the suggested algorithm's answer 

outperforms the method without the repair step. Furthermore, on both 

overall latency and success rate measures, this approach outperforms the 

heuristic technique substantially. This approach outperforms the existing 

fog computing resource scheduling algorithm in the majority of cases. 

4.  The work in (Li et al., 2019a) suggests a resource scheduling approach. 

They begin by standardizing and normalizing resource properties. Second, 

they partition the resources using fuzzy clustering and particle swarm 

optimization approaches, reducing the size of the resource search. Finally, 

they offer an improved fuzzy clustering-based resource scheduling 

approach. By utilizing DRL methodologies and embracing the concept of 

Dominating Resource Fairness (DRF), the outcomes suggest that they can 

increase user satisfaction and resource scheduling efficiency.  

5. The work in  (Bian et al., 2019) represent a FairTS technic which is a task 

scheduling technique for training via real observation in order to 

efficiently reduce average task slowness while guaranteeing multi-

resource fairness among jobs. According to simulation data, FairTS 

outperforms government systems in terms of task slowness and resource 

fairness. 

6. The work in (Aburukba et al., 2020)  provides a tailored implementation 

of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) as a heuristic technique to scheduling IoT 

queries in order to minimize overall latency. The GA is evaluated in a 
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simulation environment that takes into account the environment's dynamic 

character. The effectiveness of the GA strategy is analyzed and contrasted 

to that of the Waited-Fair Queuing (WFQ), Priority-Strict Queuing (PSQ), 

and Round Robin (RR) methodologies. According to the data, the chosen 

strategy has an ultimate latency that is 21.9% to 46.6% lower than the 

other techniques. The proposed technique also displayed 31% improved 

performance in satisfying request timeframes. 

 

7. In work (Ahmad et al., 2020), a smart healthcare application model is 

created and simulated using the iFogSim simulator tool, which is utilized 

to test and choose the strategy for introducing a Whale Optimization 

swarm intelligence algorithm. Swarm intelligence is compared to 

numerous heuristic algorithms (RR, SJF), as well as the PSO meta-

heuristic method to schedule the resources. The findings reveal that the 

suggested algorithm reduced average resource consumption by 4.47% and 

cost by 62.07% when compared to the RR and SJF algorithms, and it 

reduced resource consumption by 4.50% and cost by 60.91% when 

compared to the PSO algorithm. 

8. In work (Gazori et al., 2020),  a reinforcement framework model was used 

to propose a Double Deep Q-Learning (DDQL)-base scheduler that uses a 

system or network while also replays techniques to address resource 

scheduling challenges in fog-based IoT applications with the goal of 

eliminating long operational delays. According to the evaluation results, 

the approach surpasses various baseline algorithms in terms of service 

latency, computing efficiency, energy consumption, and job completion, 

and it also overcomes dependencies and load balancing difficulties. 
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9. The work in (Ghanavati et al., 2020) proposes a scheduling method for fog 

environments with the goal of decreasing overall system make-up time 

and energy usage. The proposed scheme is made up of two major 

components: 1) a novel optimization technique is known as Ant Mating 

Optimization (AMO), and 2) enhanced work delivery between fog devices 

in direct range. The intention is to provide a reasonable trade-off between 

system startup and energy consumed by FC services, as measured by end-

user devices. In empirical performance tests, the proposed approach 

outperforms the bee life algorithm, traditional particle swarm 

optimization, and genetic algorithm in terms of energy usage.  

10. The work in (Wang et al., 2020) designed a prototype task scheduling 

technique known as (I-FASC), which featured an improved firework 

algorithm (I-FA) established by using the fireworks' explosion radius 

detection mechanism. This technique appears to increase task processing 

performance and overall dynamic routing of fog devices in a cloud-

FC system, according to several pairs of research. This method can 

enhance the execution speed and burden in a short period of time by 

creating a pair of tests in this system.  

11. The work in (Mutlag et al., 2020) advocates a multi-agent FC paradigm 

for handling medically significant activities. The fundamental objective of 

the multi-agent system is to connect three decision tables in order to 

maximize scheduling critical operations by distributing tasks based on 

their priority, network load, and network resource availability. The first 

phase is to assess if an important task can be handled locally; if not, the 

second step is to precisely pick the most suitable neighbor fog device to 

assign. If no fog device is available to process the job over the network, it 

is routed to the cloud, which has the highest latency. They thoroughly 
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assess the proposed strategy, determining its applicability and optimality 

at the network's edge.  

12.  The work in (Peixoto et al., 2021) demonstrates an element provider 

scheduler for a fog computing architecture with different levels of fog 

nodes between the edge and the cloud. The suggested scheduler seeks to 

meet the application's latency requirements by detecting which service 

components should be relocated upstream in the fog-cloud stack to 

mitigate computation constraint at the device level. To enforce resource 

access prioritization across apps, one connectivity strategy for resource 

distribution is suggested. The findings indicate that when applications 

share information across components, the proposed component-based 

scheduling mechanism can minimize overall delays for services and 

applications with high latency needs while simultaneously decreasing total 

network use. According to the results, this policy was able to minimize the 

overload impact on network utilization by around 11% when compared to 

the optimal allocation policy while maintaining acceptable latency for 

latency-sensitive applications. 

13. The work in (Potu et al., 2021) developed an Enhanced Particle Swarm 

Optimization (EPSO) method with an additional graph technique to 

optimize the resource scheduling challenge in cloud-fog scenarios The 

basic goal was to enhance resource efficiency and lower the time 

necessary to conduct tasks. They evaluated the suggested EPSO method's 

performance to that of existing established approaches, such as ideal PSO 

and modified PSO; the findings showed that EPSO attained a make-span 

of 342.53 s. As a result, the suggested method's performance is 

comparable to that of previous techniques. 
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14.  The work in (Najafizadeh et al., 2022) provides a method for securely 

assigning work on fog and cloud nodes based on timing constraints using 

Multi-Objective Simulated Annealing (MOSA). The Goal Programming 

Approach (GPA) is utilized to provide a feasible solution that addresses 

several criteria. In addition, for the deployment of IoT tasks between fog 

and cloud nodes, a new goal termed access level and scheduling relying on 

client demand is specified. The simulation findings reveal that the 

proposed method is 9.5% more successful in terms of service delay time, 

87% more efficient in terms of access level control, and 49.8% more 

efficient in terms of a deadline than Multi-Objective Particle Swarm 

Optimization (MOPSO), Multi-Objective Tabu Search (MOTS), and 

Multi-Objective Moth-Flame optimization (MOMF). Furthermore, it has 

produced satisfying outcomes in terms of service charges that are 

equivalent to the average of other algorithms. 

15.  The work in (Yadav et al., 2022) provides a task scheduling approach that 

is a combination of heuristic and metaheuristic techniques. Heterogeneous 

Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) is a heuristic method, while the fireworks 

algorithm (FWA) is a metaheuristic algorithm. To decrease the number of 

iterations and cost variables, the bi-objective optimization strategy is 

proposed. The simulation results proved the importance of the provided 

BH-FWA algorithm above other comparable techniques. The criteria used 

for comparisons to prove the technique's relevance for fog computing 

networks include number of iterations, cost, and throughput. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY AND SIMULATION ENVIROMENTS 

 

2.1  INTROUCTION  

           With the rapid development of smart tools and other IoT, the physical 

connection becomes stronger with time; the number of devices connected to the 

network grows rapidly, and a large number of network edge devices require 

quick reaction time dependability. Because the Cloud Data Center (CDC) is 

located far away from the end user and handles a large number of IoT 

applications, long-distance transmission has an impact on real-time performance. 

Cloud computing is not a solution for all IoT issues. Long delays in IoT 

applications may risk the lives of patients or cause accidents in numerous critical 

settings, such as medical care and transportation networks. To solve these cloud 

computing restrictions, Cisco created a new technology called   fog computing. 

This technology improves IoT applications by bringing computational and 

infrastructural requirements closer to the edge devices. As a result, services and 

computations may function close to terminals and IoT devices that require real-

time processing capabilities with as little delay as possible. In order to offer a 

convincing response to the requester, the fog layer gathers and analyzes 

information from an end device, such as an IoT device. It also determines 

whether or not to send calculations to the cloud. The fog layer, like the cloud, 

offers end-users with data, processing, memory, and application services 

(Samann et al., 2021). As a result, it highlights the importance of a new 

approach. One easy solution for meeting this computational requirement is to 

expand the number of fog devices or add more processors to existing fog 

devices. As the number of fog devices rises, the conjoint network gets more 
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convoluted and complex, demanding an excessive amount of maintenance. 

However, if we focus our attention peeled, we can notice some idle or accessible 

fog devices that can perform various functions for other fogs. Some fog devices 

are always in use. Some fog nodes, on the other hand, may be completely 

available for extra task processing right now. As a consequence, depending on 

the conditions and time, certain fogs have a high overhead in completing a large 

number of operations, whilst few patches of fog are available or idle. As a result, 

making the most use of current resources is a desirable strategy (Ahmed et al., 

2021). As a result, scheduling, executing, managing, and ensuring data security 

on these devices is hard, and the restricted capabilities of fog devices necessitate 

increased computational power. The goal of resource scheduling is to find the 

most valuable resources for the user in order to obtain the best scheduling 

outcomes, which include enhanced network throughput, reduced processing 

delays, and improved QoS. Scheduling encourages the allocation of resources 

and applications in order to achieve high throughput, responsiveness, 

dependability, security, lower energy usage, and competitive costs. The task 

scheduler assesses the devices in use to determine which tasks should be 

completed first. When the dynamic resource scheduling problem is solved, it will 

be feasible to run time-sensitive implementations in the fog environment. 

 

2.2 SIMULATION ENVIROMENT 

          The fog concept was suggested to overcome the restrictions of cloud 

computing, where cloud servers are expanded to network edges to overcome the 

low responsiveness and network congestion. Several limitations must be 

overcome before the prospect of fog and IoT concepts for legitimate analytics 

can be fully achieved. The first and most significant challenge is devising 
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resource scheduling algorithms that choose which analysis application modules 

ought to be given to each end device to reduce latency and performance goals. 

To that end, we need an evaluation platform that will allow the consistent 

measurement of resource scheduling techniques on an IoT or fog computing 

architecture. This section outlines iFogSim, a simulator for simulating IoT and 

fog settings and evaluating the impact of resource scheduling approaches on 

latency, network congestion, energy usage, and expense. 

 

3.2.1 The Architecture of Fog computing Environment in iFogSim 

 According to (Gupta et al., 2017), The layout of the fog computing environment 

in iFogSim is made up of various levels, with each layer responsible for certain 

activities that help the upper layers function. The bottommost layer of the 

architecture is made up of connected devices that interact with the outside 

environment and operate as a data source or destination. IoT sensors are 

selectively set as data sources for applications, detecting the environment and 

transmitting parameter estimates to upper layers via gateways for more 

processes. Similarly, IoT actuators function at the lowest layer of the architecture 

to regulate a mechanism. Actuators are mostly developed to respond to changes 

in environs specified by applications based on sensor input. Every IoT device is 

either a data source or a data consumer, and may thus be represented by a sensor 

or an actuator. In iFogSim, a sensor is paired with certain extracted features that 

may be altered to replicate any form of data emitting IoT device, from smart 

cameras to wearable environmental sensors to vehicle communication. It, like 

actuators, may be programmed to mimic the effects of information received from 

applications. Because iFogSim cannot eradicate reduced network problems such 

as congestion control among densely packed devices, users must abstract these 
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minimal difficulties to high-level characteristics such as latency or connection 

capacity between IoT devices and gateways. The user may construct a model of 

the physical level behavior of wireless characteristics of IoT nodes by detailed 

assessment, which can then be placed into iFogSim to imitate those affects. The 

framework of the fog computing environment in iFogSim is demonstrated in 

Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3. 1:  Fog Computing Architecture in iFogSim 
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3.2.2 Components of iFogSim   

I. IoT sensor and actuators:  

A sensor is an electronic device that detects and measures physical aspects of 

an environment and delivers an electrical signal to a command center when 

certain previous events are recognized. Sensors transform physical inputs into 

electric signals, which are then sent to the command center. Sensors convert 

physical inputs into electrical outputs, whereas actuators do the inverse. 

Control modules translate electrical signals into physical outputs. 

II. Fog device: 

A fog device is any network entity that may include systems designed. Fog 

devices that interface sensors to the network are known as gateways. Fog 

devices also include on-demand cloud - based services from different 

geographic data centers. The fog device spans the whole resource spectrum, 

from these devices to the cloud. Devices are connected directly in a hierarchy. 

An application module executing on a fog device is in duty of processing all 

information created by components in the device's chain of consequence. 

III.  Data Streams: 

The next layer of the architecture is constituted by value sets sent by the 

device (referred to as tuples in iFogSim). These sources can be redistributed 

by sensors, transported from one application module to another, or even 

delivered from one application module to actuators. Fog devices also provide 

datasets in the form of resource scheduling analytics, which are examined by 

the monitoring layer capable of providing perspective into device stability. 

 

IV. Monitoring: 

Monitoring keeps record of resource availability, electricity consumption, 

and sensor, actuator, and fog device functionality. This data is delivered 
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by monitoring pieces to the resource layer and, if relevant, to other 

services. 

V. Resource management: 

The most important piece of the architecture is resource management, which 

includes entities that manage fog device layer resources in such a way that 

application level QoS restrictions are achieved and resource waste is 

minimized. The placement and scheduler components are crucial in finding 

the best choices for hosting an application module and assigning the device's 

resources to the segment by tracking the status of available resources 

(information given by the monitoring service). 

VI. Application  models: 

An application is a series of programs that make up the data processing 

features. Generating an estimated by one module as an output may be taken 

as an input by another, resulting in data dependence between the two 

modules. Using this application framework, we may characterize an 

application as a directed graph, with vertices representing application 

modules and controlling behaviors expressing data flow between modules. 

VII. IoT Applications: 

One of the main motives factor driving the growth of fog computing has 

been the need for actual reaction and enhanced adaptability that has 

accompanied the expansion of IoT. Sensors are frequently utilized as data 

sources in IoT applications, where the data is generally in the form of 

tuples. The iFogSim architecture enables two IoT application modules: 

 

1. Model of sense-process-action: Sensor data is transferred as data 

streams, which are interpreted by fog device programs, and the 

resulting commands are communicated to actuators. 
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2. Model for stream processing:  In the stream-processing strategy, a 

network of application modules running on fog devices 

automatically processes data streams collected by sensors. Data 

from inbound streams is maintained in data centers for sizable and 

lengthy analytics. 

 

3.2.3  Design and Implementation in iFogSim 

        iFogSim's implementation is mainly composed of simulated entities 

and services. First, will go over how architectural elements are represented 

as iFogSim classes. 

I. FogDevice Class:  

This class identifies the specific attributes of fog devices, as well as their 

interactions to other fog devices, sensors, and actuators. The FogDevice 

class's major properties include available memory, CPU, storage space, 

and uplink and downlink bandwidths (defining the communication 

capacity of fog devices). Methods in this class define how a fog device's 

resources are distributed across application modules running on it, as well 

as how modules are deployed and terminated. Users can create custom 

policies for the abovementioned functions by overriding these Interfaces. 

II. Sensor Class:  

Instances of the sensor class are entities that operate as the IoT sensors 

indicated in the design. The class has properties that reflect sensor features 

ranging from connection to output attribute. The class includes a reference 

attribute to the gateway fog device to which the sensor is attached, as well 

as the latency of the connection between them. Most notably, it determines 

the sensor's output characteristics and the distribution of tuple inter 
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transmission, which characterizes the tuple arrival rate at the gateway. 

Devices can be replicated by specifying proper values for these 

characteristics. 

III. Actuator Class: 

This class represents an actuator by describing its actuation effect and 

network connectivity features. The class defines a method that may be 

altered to implement specific actuation effects when a tuple from an 

application module arrives. A class property relates to the gateway to 

which the actuator is linked, as well as the latency of that connection. 

IV. Tuple Class: 

Tuples are the primary unit of communication between entities in the fog 

and implement the architecture's data stream layer. Tuples are represented 

in iFogSim as instances of the tuple class. A tuple is defined by its type as 

well as the source and destination application modules. The class's 

characteristics determine the processing needs [measured as Million 

Instructions (MI)] as well as the length of data enclosed in the tuple. 

V. Application Class: 

The application design in iFogSim is represented as a directed graph, with 

vertices representing modules that execute processing on incoming data 

and edges reflecting data dependencies between modules. The following 

classes are used to create these entities. 

1. AppModule: An AppModule instance evaluates each incoming 

tuple and creates output tuples that are forwarded to the next 

modules in the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The amount of 

output tuples per input tuple is determined by a selectivity model. 

2. AppEdge: An AppEdge instance represents a directed edge in the 

application model and signifies the data dependence between two 
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application modules. The kind of tuple carried by each edge is 

recorded by the tupleType attribute of the AppEdge class, together 

with the processing needs and length of data enclosed in these 

tuples. 

3. AppLoop: AppLoop is an extra class that is used to indicate the 

process-control loops that the user is interested in. The developer 

can set the control loops in iFogSim to measure the end-to-end 

latency. An AppLoop instance is basically a list of modules 

beginning with the genesis of the loop and ending with the module 

where the loop ends. 

 

3.2.4 Resource Management Service in iFogSim 

           iFogSim features two layers of resource management for applications: 

placement and scheduling, which are abstracted as independent policies to 

permit development and adaptation. 

1. Application submission: When an application is submitted, the placement 

policy defines how application modules are distributed across fog devices. 

The placement process might be guided by goals such as reducing end-to-

end latency, network utilization, operating costs, or energy usage. 

2. Application scheduling: The second level of resource management 

involves scheduling resources from the host fog device to application 

modules. The device's resources are divided evenly across all active 

application modules by the default resource scheduler. The application 

scheduling policy may be modified by modifying the methods in the 

FogDevice class. 
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              IoT apps handle user requests and serve it based on their demands. The 

underlying core maintains and processes data, with the fog devices handling the 

majority of the work. The public cloud is in charge of processing or storage of 

computed data and application outputs in the fog computing platform. To handle 

with data at the edge, the fog layer must be equipped to handle actual data over 

time. The fog layer also addresses with device diversification, device interaction, 

device mobility, and scalability, all of which affect application performance. 

Various sorts of devices will be connected in the fog system. In most 

circumstances, the connectivity between end devices, fog devices, and fog 

servers will be wireless. The connection speed and throughput are affected by the 

kind of connection (wired or wireless). The workflow of the fog application is 

displayed in Figure 3.2. 

        The peer fog device is in charge of handling application requests and 

storing the results in the cloud. The fog device, IoT, fog server, and cloud all 

play distinct roles in the entire processing. The main processing module is the 

fog device. The data from IoT sensors will be processed by the fog device. The 

fog server will be used to collect conceptual-based relating to application 

processing. The fog server will connect to the cloud based on the requirements of 

the application. In the long-term, both the fog device and the fog server will use 

cloud storage to store processed data and other application-related data, but 

while processing, it will only utilize the information that is currently available if 

the others are unavailable. From here there was an urgent need for a scheduling 

system for the resources of the fog device. 
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Figure 3. 2: The Workflow of the Fog Application 

 

            Scheduling manages resource usage and CPU utilization time to achieve 

low latency, high responsiveness, high dependability, low energy consumption, 

and low cost. The task scheduler examines the devices in use and determines 

which tasks should be executed next. This schedule makes the most use of the 

resources available in the fog layer to reduce the need for cloud and thus speed 

up the response to user requests. The scheduler will perform the reusability of 

available resources by using efficient algorithms. 
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3.3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

3.3.1 Basic Model 

           Because fog computing is a new paradigm, there are numerous problems 

and possibilities to meet the rising demand for resources and computation 

capacity. Researchers are looking to eliminate these challenges and maximize 

resource utilization in order to improve IoT and end-device service and 

performance. Researchers in (Hossain et al., 2021) proposed a system called 

SDFC ( Scheduling-based Dynamic Fog Computing). The end-relationship user's 

with the first layer (general fog nodes) remains unchanged. Despite the fact that 

they continue to work with fog in the traditional manner, unaware of the changes 

in the framework, the findings suggest a better management method between the 

fog and cloud that can consistently deliver optimal resource usage, resulting in 

faster answers and decreased application failures for the users. The first layer of 

the system incorporates general fogs, known as Citizen Fog (CF), which are the 

closest nodes to the user and, when appropriate, manage communication between 

the cloud and the user via the Master Fog (MF). MF is the second layer which 

can manage request traffic that the CF cannot handle dynamically. The primary 

fog layer is identified. The MF establishes a settlement of a few CFs with the 

goal of receiving a request from one fog and allocating the duty to another fog 

on behalf of the asking fog. After the task is completed, this layer gets the 

response from the worker fog and forwards it to the asking fog. The third 

component of the SDFC structure is the Cloud. It is in contact with the MF. If no 

CF is available to execute a job, the MF sends the task and a reference to the 

asking CF to the cloud, and the cloud delivers the response to the referred CF 

straight after execution. 
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3.3.2 Proposed System 

This section demonstrates the elements of our proposed system, which may be 

used to create smart scheduling in fog computing system. In our system, the 

SDFC primary structure was used, with a third layer of a customized fog device 

placed between basic fog devices and the cloud. This three-layer structure 

identifies and preserves the complications provided by fog and cloud. For 

requests accessing the MF, a context-aware queuing mechanism is used. To 

build a decoupled relationship between the end devices, it has been kept 

segregated and insulated from other fog layers. Except for the user layer, these 

three levels are made up of fogs and clouds. The end-relationship users with our 

first layer (basic fog devices) remain unchanged. Our findings suggest that 

improved organizational processes between the fog and the cloud, enhanced 

resource utilization may be attained, allowing for more efficient reactions and 

fewer request failures for the end-user. The critical elements of the proposed 

smart scheduling paradigm are depicted in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3. 3: Proposed Smart Scheduling System Paradigm  

 

3.3.3 Proposed System Description 

The smart scheduling system is made up of three layers: CF, MF, and 

cloud. The framework assesses the available resources for each CF and 

organizes actions to guarantee proper resource usage. To simulate our 

smart scheduling for fog resources, we use the iFogSim simulator (Gupta 

et al., 2017). The iFogSim simulator includes a Sensor class for producing 

Tuple tasks, FogDevices for processing the tasks, and an Actuator for 

receiving the processed tasks. We utilized Object-Oriented programming 

to use the FogDevice class as the CF, MF, and Cloud. Because the 

execution time varies based on the device configurations, we assume the 

Master Fog 
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similar software environment and CF devices in the simulation. 

Furthermore, iFogSim produces jobs of equivalent intensity. Figure 3.4 

depicts the smart scheduling system's network structure, which consists of 

three basic levels. The first layer from the top is the cloud layer, which is 

represented by the massive CDC. The second layer is the fog layer, which 

is made up of two sub-layers, MF and CF. Each MF is linked to a total of 

five CF. Depending on the density of network utilization, our suggested 

smart scheduling allows MF to connect to an infinite number of CFs. 

When compared to the SDFC system, which can only link to a maximum 

of 5 nodes, this is a significant benefit for our system. The CF will link to 

IoT devices represented by sensors or actuators, which will submit tasks to 

citizen nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 4: Smart Scheduling Network Structure 
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1. Citizen Fog (CF): 

CFs makes up the initial layer of our proposed structure. These nodes are 

the closest to the end consumers. Smart devices, laptops, and IoT devices, 

for example, are linked to these fogs in the same way that any other 

general-purpose fog is linked. Its responsibilities include collecting tasks 

from users and the MF, carrying them out, and reporting the results to the 

respective CF. Furthermore, if it is unable to complete a task, it requests 

that the work be completed by the master fog.  

2. Master Fog (MF): 

MF is the core of our approach. It communicates with both CF and the 

cloud. A cluster of numerous CFs is established by the MF. The density of 

computing requested by the end-devices determines the number of CFs 

utilized. The coverage zone of the MF must comprise all of the CFs. Its 

key responsibilities include receiving and scheduling tasks from CFs, 

controlling and tracking the resource status of the CFs, allocating a task to 

the most eligible CF or the cloud, and delivering execution results as a 

response to the relevant CF. 

3. Cloud: 

Our framework's third layer is the cloud. It is assigned tasks by the MF 

rather than by general fogs. The MF only sends jobs to the cloud if there is 

no general fog and the work has been relocated to the cloud, there is no 

need to sustain track of the task's resource consumption. Following task 

completion, the cloud transmits the execution result immediately to the 

associated CF. Our system's primary goal is to execute actions as 

proximate to the end user as feasible while ensuring acceptable resource 

consumption in order to provide a latency aware service. To do this, we 

prioritize fog devices over distant cloud and low computing end-devices. 
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The MF was formed to help with the challenging issue of resource 

distribution and task management. If a CF fails to perform a task, the MF 

immediately assigns it to another CF. The number of resources and user 

tasks changes periodically to test the efficacy of our strategy. The 

intelligent scheduling system prioritizes jobs and filters CFs depending on 

their resource availability. 

 

3.3.4 System Model and Assumption 

Table 3.3 shows the abbreviations used in the mathematical model and 

algorithms. 

 

Table 3. 1: The Abbreviations Used in the Algorithms and Mathematical System. 

Symbols Description 

C A citizen fog node 

Tc Execution time for c 

IC Instruction Counter 

CPI Clock Per Instruction 

CT Clock Timer 

MET Minimum Execution Time 

ETRc Execution Time Ratio of c  

u,v,m Set of tasks 

n(m) Number of common subtasks in m 

Ms Set of subtasks of m 

Wu Net workload for Wu 

MW Minimum Workload  

WLR Workload Ratio 

NRR Number of Request Ratio 
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MNR Minimum Number of Requests 

Ni Number of requests of the ith
 
ask 

Sj Set of depending tasks 

Du Number of tasks depends on u 

Duv Tasks v depends on u 

RR RAM Ratio 

PR Processor Ratio 

BR Bandwidth Ratio 

 

1. Step 1: Receiving and implementing tasks at CF 

            We consider using fog nodes referred to as c positioned close to the users 

points. If we assume that each fog node receives a set of tasks from different 

users under the name of u, v, and m. Each fog node, using its algorithm, will 

calculate a workload for each task (Wu, Wv, Wm). In addition to calculating 

each subtask related to the main task. Assuming that, the set of subtasks of m is 

called Ms, while Wu represent the net workload of u. These measurements allow 

the task manager to identify the most overloaded tasks and direct them to the 

least busy fog node to ensure that their requests are processed at full speed. Once 

the process completed, it is directed to the user. 

 

2. Step 2: Directing tasks to MF 

In case that one of set task couldn’t satisfied at CF, the algorithm of the specific 

node c will have the duty of directing these set of tasks (u, v, m) with all its 

dependence to the nearest MF. Now the MF will calculate workload for each 

task (Wu, Wv, Wm). In addition to calculating each subtask related to the main 

task. Assuming that, the set of subtasks of m is called Ms, while Wu represent the 

net workload of u. According to the algorithm, the tasks will be arranged in 
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preference and according to the workload. The satisfied tasks will be directed to 

the source CF. 

 

3. Step 3: Directing tasks to the cloud. 

Let’s consider that some of these tasks couldn’t be satisfied by either CF or MF. 

Then the LASA algorithm will direct that it to the cloud. Next, the LASA 

returning backs the received task to source MF.  

The execution time of a task is determined by a CF's resources and computing 

ability. A CF with more resources and compute power completes a task faster 

than others. Aside from that, not all tasks are equally vital. In traffic system, 

locating an ambulance and clearing oncoming traffic for the ambulance is more 

critical than maintaining overall traffic flow. Furthermore, performing a higher 

priority job with a CF with greater resource and computing capability minimizes 

latency in real-time services. The Task Manager schedules tasks based on their 

priority, and the Decision Manager sorts CFs based on their resource capacity 

and performance, according to the provided algorithms. Fog capacity is the 

quantity of resources available for a certain activity, such as MIPS, RAM, CPU, 

and processor clock speed. A fog device's computing power is determined by a 

set of resource restrictions such as RAM, CPU, Bandwidth, and Processor 

Performance. We analyzed the Execution Time to run a job with the base 

requirement to compare the performance of a certain CF. We used these 

characteristics to rank the CFs based on their computational power. The average 

execution time was calculated using the Performance Equation. We calculate the 

ratio of the execution time for each CF with the Minimum Execution Time 

(MET) of a certain CF to compare the execution time to execute a specific job of 

each CF.   
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For a CF 𝑐, the execution time according to the Performance Equation is: 

 𝑇𝑐   𝐶  𝐶  𝐶𝑇                                                                                          

Where,  

TC= Execution time for c 

𝐶𝑇  
       

      
 

𝐶   
      

           
 

 𝐶  
           

       
 

The execution time Tc varies depending on the setup. However, our goal is to 

create a device that can perform a variety of jobs quicker than other devices, 

regardless of setup. As a result, we are simply evaluating the entire execution 

time. A gadget receives more points if it completes a particular amount of tasks 

faster than other devices. Now, for n number of CFs: 

 𝐸𝑇      ⋃ 𝑇  
                                                                                       

Where Ti= Execution time for ith CF. 

The Execution Time Ratio (𝐸𝑇 𝑅) for a CF 𝑐 is: 

ETRC =   
  

   
        

On the other hand, not all tasks are equal in importance. As a result, we used the 

number of requests for each job, the interdependence of the tasks, the anticipated 

time to complete a task, and the burden or task-length of the assignment to 

prioritize and arrange the tasks. Likewise  , we calculate the Number of Requests 

Ratio (𝑁𝑅𝑅) to compare the task requests. Therefore, the Minimum Number of 

Requests ( 𝑁𝑅) for  th task  

MNR=    ⋃ 𝑁  
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Where Ni = Number of request for ith task and 𝑁  is the number of requests of 

the  th task. Therefore, the Number of Requests Ratio (𝑁𝑅𝑅) for  th task, 

NRRi =
  

   
 

Where 𝑁  = Number of request for  th task. 

 

3.3.5 Algorithm for Scheduling Resources 

              Our method utilizes CAA (Comparative Attributes Algorithm) 

and LASA (Linear Attribute Summarized Algorithm) to ensure that the 

resources of certain CFs are efficiently handled. The algorithms ensure 

that the CF acquires the maximum amount of readily available resources 

and that the time spent waiting for more challenging work is minimized. If 

a CF is unable to finish a task, it instantly forwards it to the MF, which 

redistributes it to the best qualified CF. This technique is continued until 

all resources have been expended. The CFs not only finished their tasks, 

but they also finished the tasks of other CFs. The MF's whole collection of 

CFs acts as a much greater fog. As a consequence, the cloud is less reliant, 

and real-time demands are provided more swiftly.  

 CAA Algorithm: 

To define the CAA, we examined four factors: tasks Dependency, the 

number of tasks depending on a certain task, the Number of Request Ratio 

(NRR), and the Workload Ratio (WLR). When a Task Queue (TQ) gets a 

job, it forwards the task queue to the Task Manager (TM). The queue is 

prioritized by the TM depending on the aforementioned criteria. To do 

this, the TM employs a Divide and Conquer strategy. Divide and conquer 

segments the queue incrementally until two jobs are proximate. Then it 

compares these two jobs according to the standards we stated. We utilize 
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the CAA algorithm in this comparison. First, it determines whether or not 

the two tasks are relying on one other. If yes, the impartial task is chosen 

as the primary resource. If there is no reliance, the CAA compares the 

total number of new tasks that are dependent on each of these 

responsibilities. The CAA prioritizes a task with more dependence points 

than the others. Following that, if both tasks have equal dependence 

scores, the CAA compares the Number of Requests Ratio (NRR). The 

assignment with the highest NRR is the most important. If the NRR is 

equal, the CAA compares the W LR of the neighboring jobs. 

 

 CAA Algorithm 

1: Step 1: 

2: Input: 𝑈 𝑇 = list of unsorted tasks,   =   .() 

3: Output: A sorted 𝑈 𝑇 

4: Step 2: Using 𝐶𝐴𝐴 in  𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑡 until 𝑈 𝑇 is sorted. 

5: Step 3: Inside the comparison of Merge sort: 𝑢 and 𝑣 are two tasks to compare,   = 

prioritized task to return from 𝐶𝐴𝐴 ⊳ 

Combine sort employs divide and conquer to arrange a list by splitting it into a number 

of pairs, evaluating them, then merging them again. 

6: procedure CAA (𝑢, 𝑣) 

7: if 𝐷𝑢𝑣 exists then 

8:   ← 𝑢 

9: else if 𝐷𝑣𝑢 exists then 

10:   ← 𝑣 

11: else 

12: Compute 𝐷𝑢 and 𝐷𝑣 

13: if 𝐷𝑢 > 𝐷𝑣 

       Then 
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14:   ← 𝑢 

15: else if 𝐷𝑢 < 𝐷𝑣 

       then 

16:   ← 𝑣 

17: else 

18: Compute 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑢 and 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑣 

19: if 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑢 > 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑣 

      then 

20:   ← 𝑢 

21: else if 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑢 < 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑣 

       then 

22:   ← 𝑣; 

23: else 

24: Compute 𝑊 𝐿𝑅𝑢 and 𝑊 𝐿𝑅𝑣  

25: if 𝑊 𝐿𝑅𝑢 > 𝑊 𝐿𝑅𝑣 

       then 

26:   ← 𝑣 

27: else 

28:   ← 𝑢 

29: return   

30: End 

 

 LASA Algorithm 

 

LASA takes into account four CF characteristics: the number of available 

processors, Execution Time Ratio (ETR), available RAM, and available 

bandwidth. We calculate the available total resource against the minimal 

quantity to get the Processor Ratio (PR), RAM Ratio (RR), and Bandwidth 

Ratio (BR). This algorithm splits the CF list until only two CFs remain. 
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Following that, it evaluates the two CFs and performs regression to 

integrate them until the full list is sorted. It computes the ET R, RR, P R, 

and BR for each CF to evaluate. The more resources, such as bandwidth, 

and CPU count, the better. However, the shorter the execution time, the 

better. 

 

 

A Linear Attribute Summarized Algorithm 

 

1.      Input: 𝑈𝐹 = list of unsorted fog,   =   .() 

2.  Procedure: 

3.        Step 1: Using 𝐿𝐴𝑆𝐴 in  𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡 until 𝑈𝐹 is sorted 

4.        Step 2: Within the Merge sort comparison: fog A and fog B are two CFs to compare, F 

= the job with the highest resource to return from LASA Merge sort implements divide and 

conquer and sorts a queue by partitioning it into a number of pairs, comparing them, and 

continuing merging. 

5.           Procedure LASA (UF) 

6.           Compute 𝐸𝑇 𝑅𝑎 and 𝐸𝑇 𝑅𝑏 

7.          Compute 𝑅𝑅𝑎 and 𝑅𝑅𝑏 

8.          Compute   𝑅𝑎 and   𝑅𝑏 

9      Compute 𝐵𝑅𝑎 and 𝐵𝑅𝑏 

10     Compute   𝑜  𝑡𝐴 = 

11      Compute   𝑜  𝑡𝐵 = 

12      if   𝑜  𝑡𝐴 >   𝑜  𝑡𝐵 then 

13       𝐹 ← 𝐹 𝑜𝑔𝐴 

14              else if   𝑜  𝑡𝐵 >   𝑜  𝑡𝐴 then 

15        𝐹 ← 𝐹 𝑜𝑔𝐵 

16:               else 

17       if 𝐸𝑇 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 𝐸𝑇 𝑅𝑎 

                    then 
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18          𝐹 ← 𝐹 𝑜𝑔𝐴 

19                   else 

20           𝐹 ← 𝐹 𝑜𝑔𝐵 

21              return 𝐹 

22                   End 

 

 

 

3.3.6 Conclusions and Contributions 

Our contribution to the development of this system consists of many 

improvements and adjustments to the scheduler's structure in order to get 

more accurate results to meet the primary aim of resource scheduling in FC. 

First, we introduced a GUI to the basic system, and then we upgraded the 

model structure by doing more data filtering and classification with a 

lightweight module, utilizing the CAA method to prioritize activities. 

Receiving and scheduling tasks from CFs, regulating and tracking CF 

resource status, allocating a job to the most qualified CF or cloud, and giving 

execution results as a response to the relevant CF are among its primary 

functions. Another significant improvement to the system was the use of the 

LASA algorithm to sort the nodes and assign suitable devices to the data. 

Saving system overhead; thus if the smaller work is assigned to the more 

powerful device, extra resources will remain idle, and if the bigger task is 

assigned to the less powerful device, system overhead is produced regardless 

of whether the shortest path search is used. We will need to eliminate this 

overhead and significantly reduce system latency, as well as cut network 

usage and power consumption by eliminating delays. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

 

4.1 INTROUCTION 

         This chapter has been dedicated towards implementing, displaying, and 

analyzing experimental findings using the proposed system stated in the 

previous chapter. The proposed system's implementation was carried out 

utilizing the iFogSim simulator (Gupta et al., 2017). In this chapter, we also 

compare the simulation results of our scheduling system and its CAA and 

LASA algorithms to an implemented original system. The final findings 

indicate a considerable decrease in energy usage while reaching the best 

network efficiency, as well as an increase in bandwidth and optimal 

utilization of other resources when compared to the basic design. 

 

4.2 EXPEREMINTAL SETUP AND SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

4.2.1 Experimental Setup 

In a simulated environment, the assessment of managing and scheduling the 

resources of the fog layer was carried out. For our experiments, we used a 

simulation. To simulate the fog environment, iFogSim was employed. We 

included fog devices and a fog server by integrating their specific properties 

in the simulator, such as the number of CF under an MF, MIPS, RAM, and 

preserving all other current features that one host possesses. The 

experimental system through which the performance of the suggested method 

is observed is the varied number of tasks submissions. We designed a GUI 

for the proposed system; this interface includes the original system as well as 
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our proposed system. Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed 

smart scheduling system. 

 

 

Figure 4. 1: Block Diagram of Proposed System. 
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             Table 4.1 indicated the Simulation Specification, and Table 4.2 indicated 

the system specification. 

Table 4. 2: Simulation Specification 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. 3: System, CF, and MF resource specification 
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Table 4.3 indicated the required resource specification of task for both systems.  

 

Table 4. 3: Required Resource Specification of Tasks 

 

By utilizing the same parameters for both designs to compare the final outcomes 

and determine how much of the scheduling modifications we made were 

effective. 

4.2.2 Performance Evaluation 

            Our proposed smart scheduling architecture comprises three levels: 

CF, MF, and the Cloud. The framework takes into account each CF's 

available resources and arranges activities to ensure appropriate resource use. 

The iFogSim simulator is used to model our scheduling-based optimal 

resource scheduler architecture. Furthermore, we examine a three-layer 

framework simulated in the iFogSim simulator to evaluate the efficiency of 

our system. Peripheral devices, gateway, and the cloud are the tiers. If the MF 

is unable to provide adequate resources, the job is routed to the cloud. The 

iFogSim simulator includes a Sensor class that generates Tuple tasks that are 

processed by FogDevices and received by Actuator. To utilize the FogDevice 

class as CF, MF, and Cloud, we leverage the Object-Oriented programming 

feature Inheritance. For both models, we use the same software environment 
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and CF devices in the simulation. Moreover, iFogSim generates similar tasks. 

The iFogSim simulator's PowerModelLinear class is used to compute the 

energy spent by a node. To assess the efficiency of the model we calculated 

the consumed RAM, energy consumptions, bandwidth, and MIPS for each 

model and compare the results. We also calculate the simulation time and the 

execution time of each system. 

 

 SDFC System 

The simulation of the basic SDFC system showed the following results. 

Figure 4.2 shows the simulation console result of the SDFC system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 2: SDFC Console Result 
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 Our study focused on four critical resources, bandwdith, energy consumption, 

consumed RAM,and CPU processing(MIPS). which are depicted in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Available Resources When Using SDFC System. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Available Resources When Using SDFC Model  
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 Proposed System 

The simulation of our proposed system showed the following results. 

Figure 4.4 shows the simulation console result of the proposed system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Proposed Smart Scheduling Console Result. 
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Figure 4.5 depicts our research on four essential resources: bandwidth, energy 

usage, RAM consumption, and MIPS. 

 

Figure 4. 5: Available Resources When Using Proposed Scheduling System. 
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4.3  Result and Discussion 

        To assess the efficiency of our proposed system, we compared the 

results with the basic system. Evaluating the results under the same 

conditions and using the same parameters and variables helps us to evaluate 

the efficiency of the scheduler if we take everything into consideration the 

stabilization of the number of tasks and resources available for both systems. 

The proposed framework prioritizes jobs and organizes CF nodes based on 

resource availability. As a result, once MF receives a job, it instantly sends it 

to the most qualified CF. In the simulation; we examined 500 tasks assuming 

10 users requesting these tasks at the same time. Despite the fact that the 

same idea and algorithms were employed, the final results demonstrate a 

significant improvement in the amount of resources utilized and fully 

exploited in the fog layer. This is due to improvements made to the structure 

of algorithms, the order of points, and updates applied in scheduled 

programming. Our contribution to the development of this system consists of 

many improvements and adjustments to the scheduler's structure in order to 

get more accurate results in to accomplish the primary aim of resource 

scheduling in fog computing. First, we introduced a GUI to the basic system, 

and then we upgraded the system structure by doing more data filtering and 

classification with a lightweight module, utilizing the CAA method to 

prioritize activities. Its core roles include receiving and scheduling tasks from 

CFs, regulating and tracking CF resource status, allocating a task to the most 

qualified CF or cloud, and giving execution results as a response to the 

relevant CF. Another significant improvement to the system was the use of 

the modified LASA algorithm to sort the nodes and assign suitable devices to 

the data. Saving system overhead, thus if the smaller work is assigned to the 

more powerful device, extra resources will remain idle, and if the bigger task 
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is assigned to the less powerful device, system overhead is produced 

regardless of whether the shortest path search is used. We will need to 

eliminate this overhead and significantly reduce system latency, as well as 

reducing network usage and power consumption by eliminating delays.  

4.3.1 RAM Usage 

         The problem of RAM usage is one of the most serious issues that every 

device faces when doing operations. The CPU and RAM are connected to all 

computer memory. However, the high memory utilization issue is mostly caused 

by the overpopulation of several internal processes. This issue causes the 

network's work to be delayed, reducing efficiency. From the results of the basic 

system we noticed that memory is very busy when performing tasks. 

Consequently, it leads to delays in the implementation of the required tasks in 

addition to an increase in the energy consumed. By using updated algorithms and 

eliminating looping processes in our proposed system, we were able to 

significantly reduce the RAM needed, hence speeding up the tasks executions, 

lowering the execution time. Figure 4.6 shows the comparison between the basic 

system and the proposed smart system. From the chart below based on the results 

of the two systems, we note that the proposed smart scheduler reduced the 

memory used by less than half, achieving speed in performing tasks and 

reducing delays.   
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of RAM Consumed by SDFC System and Smart                

System. 

 

4.3.2 Bandwidth 

                Bandwidth is defined as complete amounts of data that may be carried 

from one point to another within a network in a period of time. Bandwidth is 

commonly depicted as a bit rate and measured in bits per second (bps). The 

concept bandwidth relates directly to the transmission capacity of a link and is an 

important aspect of determining network quality and speed. When the results of 

the two systems were compared, it is evident that the smart scheduler makes the 

most of the bandwidth available in the fog layer, decreasing the requirement for 

cloud layer bandwidth. Keep in mind that while many computing activities are 

performed locally by the fog nodes, only a tiny fraction of the data is transferred 

to the cloud. Figure 4.7 illustrates that the proposed system provides a greater 

bandwidth than the basic system. 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of Bandwidth for SDFC System and Smart                

System. 

4.3.3 MIPS 

            Million instructions per second (MIPS) is a fair approximation of a 

computer's actual processing capacity. MIPS is a generic measure of computing 

performance and, by extension, the amount of work that a bigger machine can 

do. MIPS is a means to quantify the cost of computing for large servers or 

mainframes: the more MIPS supplied for the money, the greater the value. 

According to the final results of our system and compared to the original system, 

the percentage of our schedulers achieved results more than half of the original 

system. This high percentage increases the speed of data processing and the 

speed of response to tasks and thus increases the efficiency of the execution of 

these tasks. Figure 4.8   illustrates that the proposed smart system has a higher 

(MIPS) value than the basic system. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of MIPS Execution for SDFC System and Smart                

System. 

 

4.3.4 Energy Consumption 

           Energy consumption is quickly growing, posing a serious economic and 

environmental concern. At the moment, network infrastructure accounts for a 

sizable share of the energy footprint. As a result, the notion of energy efficient or 

green networking has been established. One of the network industry's primary 

concerns is reducing energy consumption in network infrastructure due to 

possible economic advantages, social duty, and environmental effect. Using the 

proposed system of the scheduler and comparing the final results with the 

original system. Note that the use of this proposed scheduler reduces the energy 

consumed by half compared to the original system. This improvement is one of 

the most important additions to the proposed schedule. Figure 4.9 shows the 

comparison between the two systems, indicating that the percentage of energy 

consumption in the proposed smart system has decreased by more than half. 
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4.3.5 Execution Time 

The execution time is described as the time consumed by the system 

accomplishing that action, including time spent executing run-time or system 

activities on its behalf. The execution time of an instruction is influenced by how 

other instructions in the scheduler behave. When two instructions compete for 

the same resource, they will execute more slowly than if they were performed at 

widely spaced times. Using the proposed smart system of the smart scheduler, 

we were able to reduce the time of execution of tasks by a significant percentage 

as shown in Figure 4.10, where the suggested system's findings were compared 

to the original system.  

 

Figure 4.9: Comparison of Energy Consumption for SDFC System 

and Smart System. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of Execution Time of SDFC System and Smart                

System. 

 

4.3.6 Accomplished Tasks at Fog Layer 

           Accomplished task at fog layer reflects the number of tasks completed in 

the fog layer. By eliminating the cloud layer and calculating the number of tasks 

completed in the fog layer for the precise number of tasks. It keeps track of how 

many tasks are accomplished in the fog layer. The final outcomes of both 

systems are compared; we observe that the presented smart scheduler performs 

more tasks than the original system. This indicates that the proposed smart 

scheduler makes the best use of the fog layer's available resources. As a result, 

the intended aim of using the scheduler to schedule sources has been met. Figure 

4.11 shows the comparison between the two systems showing that the number of 

tasks performed in the fog layer by the proposed smart system is significantly 

higher than the number of tasks performed by the original SDFC system. 
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Figure 4. 11: Comparison of Accomplished Tasks at Fog Layer for Both SDFC 

System and Proposed Smart System. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUTIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

  

5.1 CONCLUTIONS 

              In this thesis, a smart resource scheduling system has been presented as 

a methodology for improving resource consumption in fog computing paradigm. 

The proposed system is based on the idea of sub-layering of the fog layer. The 

scheduler architecture includes a master fog layer that sits between citizen fogs, 

which are general fog nodes, and the Cloud. The master fog is assigned to bear 

all computing overheads for task scheduling and instantly distributing the highest 

priority work to the most qualified citizen fog. The LASA algorithm is used by 

the master fog to prioritize jobs and the CAA algorithm is used by the citizen 

fogs to sort them depending on their computing power. Furthermore, the 

scheduler ensures that the citizen fog layer's resources are properly utilized, 

decreasing reliance on the cloud. To analyze the proposed solution, a simulation 

environment was required, taking into account the architecture of the fog 

computing environment. iFogSim was used to create a simulation architecture 

and environment. 500 tasks were investigated in the simulation. The scheduling 

approach utilizes CAA and LASA algorithms to ensure that the resources of 

certain citizen fogs are efficiently handled. Requests sent from users are sent to 

nearest citizen fog which will handle the request according to available 

resources. The CAA algorithm will ensure that tasks are scheduled between 

citizen fogs and in case of not having enough resources it sends the request to the 

master fog layer which through LASA algorithm will find the best available 

citizen fog. In the event that the required resources are not available, it will be 

decided to send the application to the cloud layer. The final comparison results 

indicate more scheduling of fog layer resources by increasing the number of 
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processed requests in this layer and reducing the number of processed requests in 

the cloud layer. There was an increase in available bandwidth as well as an 

increase in the number of MIPS after employing this scheduler, indicating more 

utilization of fog layer resources. This increase is compensated by a drop in the 

level of RAM used, as well as a decrease in the amount of energy consumed to 

achieve the highest network efficiency and to fulfill the main purpose of 

employing fog computing. 

 

5.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORKS 

           Resource scheduling in fog computing is one of the most important 

factors that affect network efficiency. This scheduling exploits the sources of the 

fog layer and prevents the need for the cloud layer. By reviewing the literatures 

conducted in Chapter Two, we notice the tendency of researchers to work on this 

challenge. A lot of ideas and systems were proposed in previous years to 

schedule these resources. Despite this, these proposed solutions are still 

considered primitive and need a lot of work and improvement to get the 

maximum scheduling of these sources. The system provided in this thesis is 

constructed in a way that allows for future expansion. There are several future 

works that can be completed; here are a few examples: 

1. Additional research into the flaws of iFogSim and its algorithms and 

create some algorithms based on another criterion. The iFogSim 

algorithms are not intended for use with real-world systems. There is a 

need to create a dynamic algorithm that will aid in the flexible placement 

of systems during application execution. 

2. As an improvement to the proposed system, we may employ different 

types of algorithms, such as a priority scheduling algorithm that is more 

suited for the fog layer, and study the system's reaction. 
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3. Investigate the deep learning technique for optimizing the processing of 

resources such as data, information, and expertise. To overcome the 

cluster scheduling problem, a reinforcement learning strategy might be 

applied. 
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خشتةكردني سةرضاوةكاني فؤط بة بؤ   سيستةمي زيرةكي ثيَشنياركراو
 كؤمثيوتينط

 

 
 

 نامەیەکە
پێشکەشی ئەنجىمەنی کۆلێژی تەکنیکی ئەندازیاری هەولێر کراوە لە زانکۆی 

ە ل پۆلیتەکنیکی هەولێر وەکى بەشێك لە پێداویستیەکانی بەدەستهێنانی ماستەر
 .ئەندازیاری سیستەمی زانیاری

 

 

 

 لەالیەن
 بيذاء حسي حسيي

 كؤمثيوتةرلۆریۆس لە ئەندازیاری بەکا
 

 بە سەرپەرشتیاری
 شظان كنال عسكرد. 
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 ثوختة

 مەئ یایجۆلەکٌەت یًذًەسەرەپ ەل کاىەگرًگ ەرەٌێداه ەکۆریب ەل ەکێکٌگ ، یەيتوفۆگ کۆهپی          

 یو خسهه تگوزار کردى زىە، خ و سةركردنرةضابە ٌگ کالود دەکا يتو.  چارەسەری جۆرەها کێشەی کۆهپیییەدوا

 ی کاًەرچاوەس ٌگ ًۆدشيتوکۆهپی ەیربۆت، زێب کێًۆرچەه .بەکارهێٌەری بیت بۆ يکە ًسیکە کۆتا  ەٌیقەاستڕ

ی باش دەبیتە هۆی بەرز بوًەوەی قورسایی سودەکاًی ككردًه بەبێ بووًی خشتە ًجاهذا،ەئ ەسٌوردارکراوى. ل

بۆ دیاری کردًی گوًجاوتریي سەرچاوە بۆ بەکاردیت  خشتةكردني سةرجاوةكانبة.بیرۆکەی ٌگيتوفۆگ کۆهپی

ی فراواًکردً رەسەل ییەدوا مەئ یکاًەوەٌۆڵیکێل ەیربۆز .بەکارهێٌەراى تاوەکو باشتریي ئاهاًج بەدەست بخەى

 یذاًەڵرهەس ۆیه ەبوو شەهە. ئي ستەردەب اًەی رچاوەس ی ئەو باشترکردً ۆبووى ب ژهارەی فۆگ ًۆدش 

 ەسێت مەئ یئاهاًج ۆیە. بکارهاتووەب ەیوز ڕیو ب چووىێت یادکردًیز کەتر و ەیشێک کۆهەلەیەک 

 ەرکەئ ێیپەبکات و ب ەخشت فۆگ  یٌیچ ەل کاىەستەردەب ەرچاوەس ەک ەکردًەخشت یلێدۆه یارکردًیشٌێپ

 رەهاستلە  ،ەیەه ەیادیز یکێٌی. چتێبکر ادیز ًۆداًە  مەئ تێب ستیوێپ ەیوەئ ێببکات  اىیشەداب کاىەستیوێپ

 ەل ەاریرپرسەب فێئ نێئ ،ًاودەبریت  (فێئ یس) بە ستیسى فۆگ فۆگ و  کالود  واىێً ە(، لفێئ نێ)ئ گۆف

 ۆب تێکاردەب (CAA) کاىەراوردکارەب ەتڵەسەخ یتویگارۆو کالود . ل فێئ یس  یرکەئ یکردً ێجەبێج

 یبژاردًەڵه ۆب تێکاردەب (LASA) ێڵیه یًذەتوەبیتا یپوختکراو یتویگارۆو ل کاىەکار یکردًیکەشێپ

 کاىەارکراویشٌێپ ەرەسەچار ەیوەکردًیش ۆب و کاىییەاریرێژه ەرچاوەس يیرزترەب ەڵگەل فێئ یس يیستترەردەب

 ی بەکار هاتووە.سازەوێهاوش یکەیەٌگیو ژ یالرسازەت یدروستکردً ۆب ەکارهاتووەب( iFogSim) نیگسۆف یئا

 یپاً یادیز یرەشاًذیً ەک کاىەستەردەب ەرچاوەس ۆب ىەکەد رچاوەب یکەیەشتخ ەب ەئاهاژ کاىییەتاۆک ەًجاهەئ

 ،ەوەتر یکیەال ەل ٪41 ەیژڕێ ەب ەکەسۆپر ییراێخ یادبووًیز ەل ەجگ ەهە٪، ئ41 ەیژڕێ ەب  ًذىەب

 کارە٪ ب41 ەییکیًس ەب ەک ەوز ەیوەهکردًەکو   ٌرا،ێهەد کارە٪ ب41 ەیکیًس ەک ەل بووەه ەوەهکردًەک

 .RAMلە  ٌراێهەد

 


